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NEWS: NETVA Official Launch:
Mentors Welcomed!

Look Up
Entrepreneurs !
The call for
participants for
NETVA, the New-England
Technology  Venture  Accelerator,  has  been
launched in France in January, with the support
of  the  French  National  Incubation  Association
(RETIS).  NETVA  aims  at  building  the  global
leadership of  high potential  French Technology
start-ups  through  an  intensive
entrepreneurship  and  opportunity  analysis
program in  the  US.  If  you  are  a  US-based
entrepreneur  and  would  like  to  share  your
experience  with  the  laureates,  please  contact
Yann Le Beux and become part of the NETVA's
mentors community!

NEWS: 10 Promising Transatlantic
Entrepreneurs Rewarded by YEi'10

We  are  pleased  to
announce  the  results  of
the  fifth  edition  of  the
Young  Entrepreneurs
Initiative  (YEi).  YEi'10

EDITO

Dear Friends,
Dear Readers,
I  am  delighted  to
introduce to you the new
edition  of  the  France
Tech  Insight,  which
since its  first  issue a year ago has  constantly
increased its  readership and its  impact  on the
scientific  and entrepreneurial community of the
Boston area.  We  thank you for the  valuable
insight  we  gained  from  your  suggestions
throughout this  year and thus please, keep on
doing it!
 
Inspired  by  your  input,  the  February  2010
edition  is  showcasing  a  new  layout  and
revamped  sections.  For  us,  this  is  a  rather
special  edition, as  this  month's  highlights  are
rich in bilateral events and new developments. 
See for yourself:
 
- The NETVA program has just been launched
with a  nation-wide call  for projects  in France.
An  international  jury  will  select  the  most
promising  early  stage  start-ups  for  and
intensive  entrepreneurial  training  and
opportunity analysis  week in Boston. The aim
is  to  increase  the  global  leadership  of  the
French  start-ups  by  familiarizing  themselves
with  the  US  technology  markets.  Mentors
Welcomed!

-  The  YEi'10  Results:  with  34  candidates,
bringing  the  total  number of  candidatures  to
174  since  its  start,  the  Young  Entrepreneurs
Initiative Program (YEI) has an exceptional plan
for  its  2009-2010  edition :  10  projects  for
implantation in France have been selected and
are running as of now !

- The MIT  European Career Fair: with more
than  100  personalized  contacts,  our  Office
participation in the  14th European Career Fair
at  MIT was  an unique  occasion to  meet  with
promising researchers interrested by Europe in
general and France most particularly.
 
-  The Scientific Cafés  of  February and March
2010 will  both feature exceptional francophone
speakers.  On  February 16,  Professors  Pellenq
and Ulm from MIT  will  speak about  concrete,
which is  slated  to  become  a  high technology
material  after being considered for decades as



rewards  10  innovative  entrepreneurs  based  in
the  U.S.  who  wish  to  settle  in  France.  Since
YEi's launch in 2005, a total of 174 applications
have been submitted, 34 of whom applied this
year  with  a  common  purpose:  expand  their
innovative  development  in  France.  The  10
winners will receive one year of support from
YEi and its transatlantic partners. The support
will  include  mentoring,  training,  free  advice
(legal,  marketing),  and  access  not  only  to
investors,  but  also  to  YEi's  broad  network of
innovation  and  entrepreneurship.  Six  of  them
willalso  benefit  from a  one-week mission to
France  financed  by  the  French  Ministry  of
Foreign  and  European  Affairs  to  meet  their
potential  partners  and  clients.  Read  More:
Official  Press  Release  in  English  (pdf)  and  in
French (pdf)

NEWS: The 14th European Career
Fair @MIT

 The  MIT  European
Career  Fair:  with  more
than  100  personalized
contacts,  the

participation of our Office in the 14th European
Career  Fair  at  MIT  was  rich  in  networking
opportunities  and  projects.  Several  other
scientific organizations  were  also  represented:
(CNRS,  INSERM,  CEA,  Curie,  INRIA,  Genopole)
who  got  in  touch  with  a  total  of  500+
researchers and candidates seeking challenging
scientific opportunities  in France. And some of
them were  pleased: several  organizations  had
post-doc  positions  available  immediately!
www.euro-career.com

NEWS: Alstom and Schneider
Launch a VC Fund for CleanTechs

  Alstom and Schneider Electric are
joining forces  to  launch a  new venture  capital
fund to finance innovative start-ups in the fields
of energy and the environment. This is the first
time worldwide that two major industrial groups
are  associated  in  a  joint  initiative  of  this
nature, which, in addition, remains open to the
participation  of  other potential  partners.  More
Info www.alstom.com

EVENT: Café des Sciences - Feb 16
"Decoding the Concrete's DNA"

   

Prof. Pellenq & Ulm
MIT Civil & Environmental Engineering

having  no  technological  potential.  Then,  on
March 24,  at  the  Residence  of  France,  within
the  framework  of  the  Semaine  de  la
Francophonie, we will  welcome Professor Libby
for  a  talk  in  French  on  the  heart  attack
prevention.

We can also mention that  the 2010 edition of
our flagship conference FAID will  be organized
this  year with the  Massachusetts  Life  Science
Center.  We will  also keep you posted on the
various  French  delegations  visiting  the  area,
like  the  one  of  the  leading  IT  Cluster
System@tic in April 2010.
 
With these projects and activities that demand
a strong mobilization on the part of the Boston
team, it  is  my hope to  emphasize  this  action
and engagement  made  to  further the  Franco-
American  collaboration  in  science  and
technology.
 
Do not hesitate to contact us !  You can reach
Géraldine  (YEI),  Lynda  (FAID,  FAT²E,  etc.),
Yann (NETVA, etc.) or myself. Our team is fully
dedicated to the development  of  sustainable 
and  fruitful  exchanges  between  the  United
States and France!
 
Antoine Mynard
attache-inno.mst@consulfrance-boston.org

UPCOMING FACCNE EVENTS

February  23,  4pm-8:30pm:  GBANE
International Business Forum & Networking
Night at  Bingham McCutchen.  Join  us  for the
premier international  event  of  the  year!  This
event attracts hundreds of companies involved
in  international  business.  The  evening  will
feature  a  global  trade  and  economic  outlook
and an international resource center with more
than  20  international  trade  associations  and
organizations  representing  over  3,000  New
England  companies.  Christopher  Probyn,
Principal Economist at State Street, will be the
keynote  speaker.  $45 in advance,  $60 at  the
door. Register at www.faccne.org

March  16,  8am  :  Scientific  Breakfast  at
Swissnex  Boston  -  Breakfast  with  FACCNE,
Swissnex, the Swiss Chamber, and the partners
of the Cafe des Sciences during la semaine de
la  francophonie.  More  details  and  registration
at www.faccne.org

March  24:  The  Changing  Face  of  Europe:
Impact  on  Europe/US  Business  at  Mintz
Levin. This event, organized by the GABC with
the  support  of  FACCNE,  SACC,  BABC,
WorldBoston,  and  the  Harvard  Center  for
European Studies,  will  present  a  new outlook
on European-American business  relations.  $35



With the Support of

Presentation in French
Tuesday, February 16th 2010, 6pm - 8pm
John Harvard's Brew House, Harvard Square
Free Entrance - RSVP  cafe@hubtech21.com

www.cafesciences.org

EVENT: Café des Sciences - Mar 24
"Prevent Heart Attack in 2010"

Prof. Peter Libby
Director Cardiovascular Medecine  Brigham

and Women's Hospital

Presentation in French
Wednesday, March 24, 6pm - 8pm
Résidence de France,
194 Brattle St, Cambridge
Free Entrance - RSVP will open in March

www.cafesciences.org

SPECIAL REPORTS

A  Cube  for  the  Intuitive
Manipulation of 3D Content

GNS 2010: A Major Event in
Taste, Nutrition & Health

SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS

Smart Capsules Release an
Active Principle

SensLab - A Platform for
Testing Sensor Networks

An  Organic  Transistor
Mimicking the Main Functions of a Synapse

The Rabies Virus: Controlling the Life and Death
of the Neurons it Infects

CLUSTERS UPDATE

3D Live - Eight Partners
Developing Tomorrow's 3D

for members of international organizations, $50
for non-members. www.faccne.org

May 13,  7:00 PM: FACCNE Business Award
Dinner and Gala  at  the Langham Hotel. Save
the  date  for  our  9th  annual  business  award
dinner and gala! This year's honoree is Charles
River  Laboratories.  Find  more  details  on  our
web site www.faccne.org

INNOVATION ACTOR OF THE
MONTH LyonBiopôle : A world center of
excellence in vaccines and diagnostics

Uniting  the
Rhône-Alpes  region's
scientific,  academic,
medical  and  industrial

forces in order to join the global fight  against
infectious  diseases:  this  was  Dr.  Christophe
Mérieux's  ambition  for  the  Lyonbiopôle
competitive cluster.

Today our team and partners  are  striving  to
fulfil  this  mission.  Lyonbiopôle  has  so  far
already  contributed  to  the  emergence  and
development  of  many  groundbreaking  public
health  projects  financed  by  local,  regional,
national and European grants. 
 
Our objectives are: 
-  to  further  contribute  to  the  emergence  of
collaborative R&D projects with an emphasis on
international  relationships,  specially  those
involving the EuroBioclusters regions
-  to  foster  fruitful  interaction  with  regional
associations such as RTRA (Advanced Research
Topic Network)  and  CLARA (Cancéropole  Lyon
Auvergne Rhône-Alpes)
-  to  emulate  more  activities  by  and  toward
SMBs
-  to  participate  to  the  attractivity  of  the
Rhône-Alpes  region by increasing  its  visibility
as a pole of excellence in Infectiology.

In  that  regard  the  creation  of  a  new  R&D
center:  the  Infectiology  Center  will  play  a
crucial  role  as  a  centerpiece  for Rhône-Alpes
region' scientific excellence. 

Driven  by  the  commitment  of  each  of  our
partners,  Lyonbiopôle  aims  to  become  an
innovation driver, supporting and strengthening
the  competitiveness  of  the  region  and  its
companies

For more information: www.lyonbiopole.org
 

RELATED LINKS / PARTNERS

- Our Reports & Publications (in French)
- Office for science and technology in the US
- Office for sience and technology in Boston
- Young Entrepreneurs Initiative
- NETVA (French Start-Up Accelerator)



Television

Neurinfo - A New Generation MRI Platform for
Neurological Diseases

A Pilot for Manufacturing Second Generation
Biofuel

- FAID Conference
- Technology Transfers Exchanges (FAT²E)
- Consulate General of France in Boston
- French American Chamber of Commerce
- CCEF Boston
- Hubtech21
- Swissnex Boston
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